The presence or absence of conceptual information in pictorial stimuli may explain the mixed findings of previous studies of false recognition in patients with mild Alzheimer's disease (AD). To test this hypothesis, 48 patients with AD were compared to 48 healthy older adults on a recognition task first described by Koutstaal et al. Learning, Memory, and Cognition, 29,[499][500][501][502][503][504][505][506][507][508][509][510]. Participants studied and were tested on their memory for categorized ambiguous pictures of common objects. The presence of conceptual information at study and/or test was manipulated by providing or withholding disambiguating semantic labels. Analyses focused on testing two competing theories. The semantic encoding hypothesis, which posits that the inter-item perceptual details are not encoded by AD patients when conceptual information is present in the stimuli, was not supported by the findings. In contrast, the conceptual fluency hypothesis was supported. Enhanced conceptual fluency at test dramatically shifted AD patients to a more liberal response bias, raising their false recognition. These results suggest that patients with AD rely on the fluency of test items in making recognition memory decisions. We speculate that AD patients' over reliance upon fluency may be attributable to (1) dysfunction of the hippocampus, disrupting recollection, and/or (2) dysfunction of prefrontal cortex, disrupting post-retrieval processes. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
False recognition occurs when individuals mistakenly claim that they have previously encountered a novel item or event.
In the laboratory, false recognition can be induced by a variety of experimental procedures (for reviews, see Gallo, 2006; Koriat, Goldsmith, & Pansky, 2000; Schacter & Slotnick, 2004; Yonelinas, 2002) . Clinical memory distortions that may be mim-icked by false recognition range from infrequent innocuous errors, such as remembering washing the dinner dishes when they actually sit dirty in the kitchen sink, to frequent and debilitating faulty memories. Elucidating the experimental conditions that affect the tendency to falsely recognize unstudied items may eventually lead to better understanding of the real-world memory distortions experienced by healthy and memory-disordered individuals.
Numerous studies of false recognition have revealed that healthy aging is often associated with increased false recognition (for reviews, see Jacoby & Rhodes, 2006; Koutstaal & 
